(RE)LEARNING EDUCATOR (PART-TIME, PAID)

Sustainable Coastlines Hawai’i (SCH) is a grassroots nonprofit organization whose mission is to inspire local communities to care for their coastlines. SCH’s (re)Learning Team engages in immersive educational experiences in and out of the classroom to inspire students of all ages to mālama their coastlines and community.

Position Summary:
SCH is hiring (re)Learning educators to help us engage with students and the community through educational in-class presentations, beach cleanups, farm field trips, and other educational events. As an educator, you will be working with an energetic team of passionate and talented individuals to engage with participants from keiki to kupuna and promote a sense of kuleana (responsibility) toward the natural environment.

This is a part-time contractor position that operates on an event per event basis.

Roles & Responsibilities:
● Lead engaging educational presentations in classrooms, beach cleanups, farm field trips, and other educational events with students of all ages
● Prepare each educational session thoroughly in collaboration with the organizer and the education coordinator
● Create impactful presentations following SCH narratives, focusing on our core competencies
● Ensure the physical and emotional safety of all participants
● Engage with the audience in a positive way and adapt the presentation to their reactions
● Follow-up with the organizer and fill out a report after each event, incorporating data and reflections from the event
● Participate in monthly (re)Learning Club meetings and contribute your expertise or knowledge

Required Qualifications
● Excellent Public Speaking Skills
  ○ Ability to engage with a variety of age levels, backgrounds, and disciplines (i.e. Science, Social Studies, Art)
  ○ Ability to translate complex concepts into everyday language and understanding
  ○ Ability to effectively work with different learning styles
● Ability to work independently
  ○ Good presentation and people skills
  ○ Punctuality
● Physical abilities
- Ability to work in both indoor/outdoor settings in various temperature and weather conditions, Lift maximum of 30 pounds to move objects

**Desired Qualifications, Experience, & Skills:**
- Hawai‘i resident
- Background in local and Hawaiian culture, history, ecosystems and/or language is strongly desired
- Experience in public speaking or teaching
- Basic fluency in Canva
- Comfortable with driving an education van to events

**Opportunities & Perks:**
- Flexible work schedule
- Potential outer-island work trips for cleanups and (re)Learning tours
- Work with a team of fun and inspired individuals
- Enjoy the outdoors at beach cleanups, farm field trips, and other outdoor educational events
- Opportunity to network with other local organizations

**Competitive Pay:** $22 per hour

If you have any questions regarding the application, job description, or hiring process, please contact the SCH (re)Learning team at education@sustainablecoastlineshawaii.org.